Heaven
by David Byrne & Jerry Harrison

Intro: D . . . | . . . | . . . | Em . . . | . . . | . . . | A . . . | G . . . | . . . | . . . | Gsus2 | D . . . |
(sing a)
D . . . | . . . | Em . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
Every-one is try-ing—— to get to the bar——
The name of the ba-ar—— the bar is called Heaven——
D . . . | . . . | Em . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
The band in Heaven—— they play my—— favor-ite song——
A . . . | G . . . | . . . | Gsus2 | D . . . |
Play it once a-ga-ain—— play it all night long——

Bm . . . | . . . | >Bbm| Am . . . | . . . |
Chorus: Heaven—— Heaven is a place——
Cmaj7 | >C . . | . . . | C/d | C | G | Gsus2 | G . . |
A place where no-thing—— nothing e-ter hap-pens——
Bm . . . | . . . | >Bbm| Am . . . | . . . |
Heaven—— Heaven is a place——
Cmaj7 | >C . . | . . . | C/d | C | G | Gsus2 | G . . |
A place where no-thing—— nothing e-ter hap-pens——

D . . . | . . . | Em . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
There is a party—— every-one is—— there——
Every-one will le-ave—— at ex-actly—— the same time——
D . . . | . . . | Em . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
It's hard to i-magine—— that nothing at all——
A . . . | G . . . | . . . | Gsus2 | D . . . |
Could be so ex-citing—— could be so much fun——

Bm . . . | . . . | >Bbm| Am . . . | . . . |
Chorus: Heaven—— Heaven is a place——
Cmaj7 | >C . . | . . . | C/d | C | G | Gsus2 | G . . |
A place where no-thing—— nothing e-ter hap-pens——
Bm . . . | . . . | >Bbm| Am . . . | . . . |
Heaven—— Heaven is a place——
Cmaj7 | >C . . | . . . | C/d | C | G | Gsus2 | G . . |
A place where no-thing—— nothing e-ter hap-pens——
When this kiss is over it will start again
Will not be any different will be exactly the same
It's hard to imagine that nothing at all
Could be so exciting could be this much fun

Chorus:
Heaven is a place

A place where nothing nothing ever happens

No thing Nothing ever happens
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